We study how to lift Markov bases and Gröbner bases along linear maps of lattices. We give a lifting algorithm that allows to compute such bases iteratively provided a certain associated semigroup is normal. Our main application is the toric fiber product of toric ideals, where lifting gives Markov bases of the factor ideals that satisfy the compatible projection property. We illustrate the technique by computing Markov bases of various infinite families of hierarchical models. The methodology also implies new finiteness results for iterated toric fiber products.
Introduction
Let B ∈ Z h×n be an integer matrix and let M ⊆ Z n . For any b ∈ Z h let F(B, b) M be the fiber graph with vertex set F(B, b) = {v ∈ N n : Bv = b}, where vertices u, v ∈ F(B, b) are connected by an edge if and only if u−v ∈ ±M. Then M is called a Markov basis, if and only if all fiber graphs are connected. Elements of Markov bases are sometimes called moves, since they can be used as moves in MCMC simulations to sample from F(B, b) [1] . Alternatively, Markov bases consist of exponent vectors of a binomial generating set of the toric ideal I B (see Theorem 4) .
The best general algorithm to compute a Markov basis of a matrix is the one implemented in 4ti2 [2] . However, many matrices that appear in applications are too large, and 4ti2 cannot compute a Markov basis within a reasonable time, using a reasonable amount of memory. In these situations, one hopes for procedures that take into account the structure of the Markov basis problem and that can use that structure to build a Markov basis of a large problem from Markov bases of simpler pieces and "lifting" operations.
In this paper we study how to lift a Markov basis along a linear map. The lifting procedure generalizes similar prior constructions. For example, the algorithm implemented in 4ti2 relies on lifting Markov bases along a coordinate projection [3] . The construction used to compute a Markov basis of codimension zero toric fiber products is also an instance of lifting [4] . Similar ideas are used in [5] to relate an ideal with its preimage under a monomial ring homomorphism. We study lifting in a very general context for arbitrary matrices B and arbitrary linear maps φ. The only assumption that we have to make is that a certain affine semigroup is normal (see Section 3.1). Even if this condition is violated, in many cases it is possible to adjust our algorithm. An example is given in Section 5.2. Our procedure allows to transform the problem of computing a Markov basis of B into a series of smaller Markov basis computations. The efficiency of lifting crucially depends on the choice of the linear map. If everything goes well, it is possible to compute complicated Markov bases of large matrices inductively by iterating the lifting procedure.
The idea behind lifting is sketched in Figure 1 (a): For a linear map φ : Z n → Z t and a graph G = (V, E) with V ⊆ Z n define the image graph φ(G) = (V ′ , E ′ ) by V ′ = φ(V ) and (x ′ , y ′ ) ∈ φ(G) if and only if there is (x, y) ∈ E with x ′ = φ(x) and y ′ = φ(y). If G is a fiber graph of B with respect to a Markov basis, then G is connected, and so is φ(G). Our approach is to turn this observation around as follows: Given a graph homomorphism φ induced by a linear map as above, if its image φ(G) is connected and if each fiber φ −1 (x) ∩ G is connected, then G is connected. Thus, our strategy is as follows: First, we find a set of moves that connects the φ-fibers (that is the sets of the form φ −1 (x) ∩ G). Such a set of moves we call a kernel Markov basis, because each φ-fiber has the form G ∩ (u + ker Z φ). Second, we find a set of moves that connects the projected fiber graphs φ(G). Such a set of moves we call a projected fiber (PF) Markov basis. Then we lift the PF Markov basis to obtain suitable moves in Z n . In the last step, the actual lifting step, we need to find "enough" preimages of the edges of the image graph. In Section 3 we give a general lifting algorithm of which the central step is again a Markov basis computation.
The two steps of finding and lifting the PF Markov basis require a generalization of the notion of Markov basis beyond the one that is typically used in applications. This generalized notion is introduced in Section 2. An important special case is the notion of an inequality Markov basis, which is a set of moves that connects all generalized fibers of the form {u ∈ L : Du ≥ c} where L is a fixed lattice and D is a fixed matrix. When a certain associated semigroups is normal, the problem of finding a PF Markov basis can be solved by finding an inequality Markov basis (Section 3.1). The problem of lifting a Markov basis element can always be phrased as an inequality Markov basis problem (Section 3.2) .
The main open problem of lifting is how to compute PF Markov bases in the general case, when the associated affine semigroup is not normal. If there are only finitely many holes (or the structure of the holes is sufficiently well understood), our techniques to compute PF Markov bases can easily be adapted. However, in general it can be computationally challenging to simply compute the set of holes of an affine semigroup [6] .
Our lifting procedure not only works for Markov bases, but also for the related concept of Gröbner bases. While a Markov basis connects a set of integer vectors, a Gröbner basis allows to find minimal elements with respect to some suitable order. For this, the notion of Gröbner bases has to be generalized in a similar way as the notion of Markov bases. To apply our lifting ideas, we need to assume that the involved orders on the fibers and the projected fibers are compatible, in a sense that is explained in detail in Section 3.
As mentioned before, the complexity of lifting crucially depends on the choice of the map φ. In general, we do not know how to find a good map φ for a given Markov basis or Gröbner basis problem, or whether such a good map exists at all. For hierarchical models, which we study in Section 5, it is natural to use marginalization maps.
Our motivation for studying the lifting procedure comes from the study of the toric fiber product [4] . Let A ∈ Z s×t , and denote by NA the affine semigroup generated by the columns A. The toric fiber product is a construction that takes two ideals I, J that are homogeneous with respect to an NA-grading and produces another larger ideal I × A J. In this paper we focus on the case of toric ideals I B , I B ′ associated with matrices B, B ′ . In this case, the toric fiber product I B × A I B ′ is again a toric ideal of a matrix B × A B ′ , which is the (matrix) toric fiber product of B and B ′ . The guiding principle in the theory of toric fiber products is that the product should inherit many of the nice properties of its factors. The complexity of the toric fiber product grows with its codimension codim A = t − dim NA, defined as the difference between the number of columns of A and the dimension of the semigroup NA. If the codimension is zero, then the toric fiber product behaves nicely: For example, Markov bases of B and B ′ can be glued together to Markov bases of B × B ′ [4] , and if the two semigroups NB and NB ′ are normal, then so is NB × A B ′ [7] (the corresponding statements for ideals also hold for non-toric ideals). While the codimension one case is more complicated, still a lot can be said, and if B, B ′ are nice enough (specifically, if B, B
′ have slow-varying Markov bases), these can be glued together to produce a Markov basis of B × A B ′ , as shown in [7] . In [7] it was also shown that for higher codimensions when the Markov bases of B and B ′ satisfy the compatible projection property, they can be glued together to produce a Markov basis of B × A B ′ . Although Markov bases with the compatible projection property always exist, [7] did not give an approach for constructing them.
In the present paper we use our lifting idea to develop a framework to compute compatible Markov bases directly from scratch as follows; see Figure 1 (b): The NA-gradings induce linear projections φ, φ ′ from the fiber graphs of B, B ′ to N t (where t is the width of A). The analogous projection ξ from the fiber graphs of B × A B ′ to N t factorizes through these two maps. We want to lift along ξ. The first observation is that a kernel Markov basis M 0 of ξ is given by a corresponding basis of the associated codimensionzero product (Lemma 29). A PF Markov basis can be computed if the semigroup of the associated codimension-zero product is normal (Section 4.2). Finally, instead of lifting along ξ it is possible to first lift along φ and φ ′ and to glue the resulting Markov bases of I and J (Lemma 35). In the language of [7] , this fact implies that the lifted Markov bases of I and J satisfy the compatible projection property. Our approach generalizes and allows to construct Gröbner bases of the toric fiber product.
To sum up, our strategy to compute Markov bases (or Gröbner bases) of a toric fiber product B × A B ′ is as follows:
1. Find a description of the projected fibers. 
Glue M and M
′ to obtain a Markov basis of the toric fiber product.
Our construction allows for a fairly straightforward algorithm to produce Markov bases in many instances where they were not known before. We focus in particular in this paper on constructing Markov bases for hierarchical models where our constructions allow us to give explicit new instances exhibiting concrete bounds for the finiteness results that are proven nonconstructively in [8] . On the other hand, the fact that we cannot work simply with given Markov or Gröbner bases of B and B ′ means it is difficult to predict when nice properties of B and B ′ are passed on to B × A B ′ . Even so, we provide some examples where a careful analysis allows us to bound degrees of Markov basis elements and prove normality using the Gröbner bases.
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the generalized notion of Markov bases and Gröbner bases in Section 2, we describe how to lift Markov and Gröbner bases in Section 3. In Section 4 we explain the toric fiber product construction and show how to lift in this case. Our main motivating examples to study concern Markov bases of hierarchical models, and we explore these examples in detail in Section 5. Section 6 explores consequences of the general theory to producing finiteness results for Markov bases of iterated toric fiber products, which we apply to deduce finiteness results for Markov bases of hierarchical models.
Markov bases and Gröbner bases of lattice point problems
We introduce a notion of Markov basis and Gröbner basis for lattice point problems, generalizing the usual notions associated to integer matrices. The basic idea is that a Markov basis of a family of sets of integer vectors consists of moves that connects all these sets. The usual notion of a Markov basis of a matrix B ∈ Z h×n arises by considering the fibers of B, where B is considered as a map N n → Z h . Similary, a Gröbner basis of a family of sets is a set of moves that allows to move towards a minimum on each of these sets, with respect to some order.
Let be a preorder on Z n . Then is a total preorder, if for all u, v ∈ Z n either u v or v u (or both). A preorder is additive if it is total and if u v implies u + w v + w for all u, v, w ∈ Z n . Our main example is the following: Let c ∈ Q n and define c by u c v :⇐⇒ c, u ≥ c, v .
We explicitly allow c = 0. Although the preorder 0 is trivial, in the sense that u 0 v holds for all u, v ∈ Z n , it is useful since it allows a unified treatment of Markov bases and Gröbner bases.
More generally, for c 1 , . . . , c r ∈ Q n , define c 1 ,...,cr by
In fact, any additive preorder is of the form c 1 ,...,cr [9] . Moreover, many additive preorders that appear in practice can be approximated by preorders of the form c in a sense to be made precise later (see Remark 3) . Fix an additive preorder on Z n , let F ⊆ Z n and let M ⊆ Z n . Construct a directed graph F M, with vertex set F as follows: For u, v ∈ F make an edge u → v if and only if v − u ∈ ±M and u v.
In a directed graph G, declare two vertices u, v equivalent u ∼ v if there is a directed path from u to v and from v to u. The equivalence classes of G are called the strongly connected components of G. The quotient by the equivalence relation is a directed graph G/∼ that does not contain directed cycles. Definition 1. Let F be a collection of subsets of Z n . The set M ⊆ Z n is a Gröbner basis for F with respect to if for all F ∈ F the following three conditions are satisfied:
In the special case that = 0 (that is, u v for all u, v ∈ Z n ), M is called a Markov basis for F, and the condition on F M, 0 /∼ is equivalent to F M, 0 being connected. In this case, we also write F M instead of F M, 0 . Since all edges in F M are bidirected, it is convenient to think of F M as an undirected graph.
For arbitrary families of subsets F , the three conditions of Definition 1 are independent. We are mostly interested in the case that all F ∈ F are finite. In this case, every connected component of F M, / ∼ has a minimum, and thus a sink. Hence, M is a Gröbner basis if and only if F M, /∼ contains precisely one sink for all F ∈ F . In particular, it suffices to only check the second condition of the definition. The argument remains true when F is possibly infinite and defines a well-ordering on each F, a case which arises in the context of Gröbner bases for lattices with respect to term orders (see Section 2.1).
The following lemma follows directly from the definition: 
Gröbner bases can be used to find -minimal elements within a set F ∈ F . In particular, a Gröbner basis with respect to c can be used to solve the integer program minimize c, u subject to u ∈ F by following the arrows towards the sink equivalence class of F, if it exists. If there is no such sink, then the integer program is unbounded, and following the arrows gives an infinite descending sequence.
Markov bases and Gröbner bases of lattices
Let B be a h × n integer matrix and F(B, b) denote the fiber
More generally, if L ⊆ Z n is a lattice (that is, a subgroup of Z n ), we can consider fibers of the form
This contains the fibers F(B, b) as a subcase, since F(B, Bu) = F lat (ker Z B, u). The most commonly studied case of both Markov basis and Gröbner basis arises when
In this case, Markov bases of F correspond to binomial generating sets of the associated toric ideal I B , and Gröbner bases of F correspond to Gröbner bases of I B (see Theorem 4 below). Similarly, Markov bases of For any polynomial f ∈ K[x], the initial form of f with respect to , denoted by in (f ), is the sum of all terms c u x u in f such that u is -maximal. For an ideal
A set of polynomials G ⊆ I is a Gröbner basis for I with respect to if and only if
Note that a Gröbner basis with respect to 0 is nothing but a generating set of I. For any subset M ⊆ Z n consider the binomial ideal
where m = m + − m − is the decomposition of m into its positive and negative part with supp(m Hilbert's basis theorem implies that finite Markov bases and Gröbner bases exist for any lattice. They can be computed using 4ti2 [2] .
Markov bases and Gröbner bases of systems of inequalities
Let D ∈ Z r×n be an integer matrix and L ⊆ Z n a lattice. For any c ∈ Z r and v ∈ Z n let
n . This choice allows us to study linear inequalities over the integers. In this case, we suppress L from the notation.
Inequality Markov bases can be computed by relating them to Markov bases of lattices, which can be computed in practice using 4ti2. We explain this in the remainder of the section. The first step is to restrict to the case that the restriction of the matrix D to the lattice L has rank dim(L).
Let t := dim(L). We may choose a lattice basis e 1 , . . . , e n of Z n such that L belongs to the subspace spanned by e 1 , . . . , e t . The restriction of D to L is represented by the matrix D 1 which consists of the first t rows of D. If D 1 has rank t ′ < t, then we may in addition choose our lattice basis in such a way that ker Z D 1 is generated by e t ′ +1 , . . . , e t . With respect to this basis, the last t − t ′ columns of D 1 vanish. Let D ′ be the submatrix consisting of the first t ′ columns of D (or D 1 ), and let L ′ be the lattice L considered as a sublattice of Z t . Then solving a system of inequalities of the form Dv ≥ c for v ∈ L is equivalent to solving a system of the form
Therefore, it suffices to know how to compute inequality Markov bases in the case that the restriction of D to L has rank dim(L). If L ∈ Z n×t is a matrix such that the columns of L are a lattice basis of L, then this is the same as requiring that rank (DL) = t. As a side note, observe that the same construction allows to restrict to the case that L has full rank. 
If
Proof. It suffices to show that the fibers we want to connect by the (L, D)-Markov basis and by the ZD-Markov basis are bijective via affine maps with linear part given by D.
The bijection (1) arises from multiplication by a left-inverse of L. The bijections (2) and (3) arise from the linear projections from (w, w ′ ) to either the first or second coordinate. In total, the resulting map from Example 7. Suppose we want to compute an inequality Markov basis of
that is, we want to obtain a set of moves that connects all integer points (y 1 , y 2 ) that satisfy
for any c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 . The two columns of D span a two-dimensional lattice ZD ⊂ Z 3 . By 4ti2, a Markov basis of ZD is given by
Lemma 6 (with L = Z 2 andD = D) implies that this is an inequality Markov basis. The situation is visualized in Figure 2 .
Example 8. Suppose we want to compute an inequality Markov bases for the following system of equations and inequalities:
One possibility to study this system is to replace the first equation by the two inequalities
This leads to a matrix D ′ of size 6 ×3 and a Markov basis of cardinality 3. Alternatively, one can observe that the first equation defines a lattice L, which is generated by the columns of
This choice of L corresponds to eliminating y 3 from (3) and leads to the same system of inequalities as in Example 7. The matrix LD ′ is equal to the matrix D augmented by two rows of zeros. By Lemma 6, the set
is a Markov basis of (3).
To construct Gröbner bases of toric fiber products, we also need to find inequality Gröbner bases for the family F in (L, D). Such Gröbner bases can be computed from lattice Gröbner bases, following the same conversion as in the proof of Lemma 6. As above we may assume that
have an infinite number of minima. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6, if
are isomorphic as undirected graphs. The compatibility of the preorders and ′ guarantees that the edge directions point to a unique sink, if a sink exists.
Sign-consistency and Graver bases
Markov bases and Gröbner bases of lattices are related to Graver bases:
Let L ⊆ Z n be a lattice. An element v ∈ L \ {0} is primitive, if the following holds:
The set of all primitive elements is called the Graver basis of L. Alternatively, the Graver basis can be defined as the unique minimal subset G 0 ⊂ L such that any element of L can be written as a conformal sum of elements of G 0 .
Sign-consistency is an important tool to remove redundant elements from Gröbner bases:
The argument in the lemma shows that the Graver basis of L is also a Gröbner basis for any additive preorder. In this sense, a Graver basis is a universal Gröbner basis (however, in general there may be smaller universal Gröbner bases, see [10, Chapter 4] ). In particular, any minimal Gröbner basis consists of primitive vectors.
The concept of a Graver basis is tied to the coordinate hyperplanes. Therefore, there is no natural concept of an inequality Graver basis, or a Graver basis of a more general family of sets. Still, Graver bases play a role when computing Markov bases. Namely, there are some lattices for which the Markov basis is in fact a Graver basis. In such cases, to compute such a basis, it may be faster to use the program graver instead of the program markov (both programs belong to 4ti2).
, then the Graver basis of ZL is a minimal Markov basis of ZL.
Proof. Recall that a lattice L is of Lawrence type, if it consists of vectors of the form (u, −u). Any lattice of Lawrence type satisfies the conclusion of the lemma (e.g. [10, Thm. 7.1]). If L has the indicated form, then ZL is of Lawrence type.
Lifting Markov and Gröbner bases
As mentioned in the previous section, Markov and Gröbner bases of lattices can be computed using the software 4ti2. For larger examples, the algorithms implemented in 4ti2 may not terminate within a reasonable time. In this section we discuss an idea that allows to compute a larger Gröbner basis by lifting a Gröbner basis that lives in lower dimensions. For this idea to be useful, it is necessary to control both the smaller Gröbner basis as well as the lifting procedure. Later, we will apply the lifting procedure to the toric fiber product, where the lifting procedure can be simplified using the special structure of the product. Lifting procedures appear in special cases in [3, 11, 5] .
Definition 13. Let F be a collection of subsets of Z n , let φ : Z n → Z t be a linear map, and let and ′ be two additive preorders on Z n and Z t . We say that and ′ are compatible with φ and F , if the following holds:
In other words, ′ determines as soon as different fibers of φ are involved. In particular, φ is (weakly) monotone; that is, if u v, then φ(u) ′ φ(v). As an example, the preorders 0 on Z n and Z t are always compatible. Observe the following indirect effect:
, then the compatibility condition implies u v u and u ′ v u ′ , and thus u u ′ u. Therefore, in this case, there is only one unique preorder that is compatible with ′ . This effect does not occur if ′ is an order (and not just a preorder). If F is a collection of subsets of Z n , then φ(F ) = {φ(F) : F ∈ F } is the set of images of those subsets under the linear map φ. Definition 14. Let φ : Z n → Z t be a linear map, let be an additive preorder on Z n , and let F be a collection of subsets of
. In other words, we can move from v to v ′ by applying first a move m 0 from the kernel of φ, then a move m from the lift, and finally again a move from the kernel of φ. Apart from the last step, all other steps should be non-increasing. If F and are understood from the context, we simply speak of a φ-lift. Figure 3 illustrates the definition. We will later see that lifts exist in the setting of Gröbner bases of lattices (Section 3.2).
Lifting allows us to relate certain Gröbner bases in Z n and Z t . In order to state this correspondence precisely, the following definitions are needed: Definition 15. Let F be a family of subsets of Z n , and let φ : Z n → Z t be a linear map. Let and ′ be additive preorders on Z n and Z t , respectively. A ′ -Gröbner basis of φ(F ) is called a projected fiber Gröbner basis (PF Gröbner basis). A kernel Gröbner basis of the lifting is a -Gröbner basis of the family of sets of the form
that is, the fibers of φ restricted to some F ∈ F . 
. Using Definition 14, this path lifts to a path in F from u to v with moves in ±M.
Next, we show that the two conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied. The argument is similar, but now we need to take into account the preorders. For the first condition, let a (F , φ, ) -lift, we can use moves from M 0 and M 1 to lift this path to a non-increasing path in F as follows: In the first step, since φ(u) + g 1 ∈ φ(F), there existsũ 1 ∈ F with φ(ũ 1 ) = φ(u) + g 1 . Let m, m 0 be as in Definition 14 applied to u,ũ 1 in place of v, v ′ . Then there is a non-increasing path from u to u + m 0 using moves from M 0 . Adding the move m ∈ M 1 , we obtain a non-increasing path from u to u 1 := u + m 0 + m ∈ F, where u 1 satisfies φ(u 1 ) = u + g 1 . Iterating this procedure, we obtain a non-increasing path in F with edges in M that starts in u and ends in some u r , with φ(u r ) = φ(v). Since the path is non-increasing, v is also -minimal. Therefore, we can concatenate a non-increasing path from u r to v using moves in M 0 . This shows the first condition.
For the second condition, assume that there is v ∈ F with v ≺ u. If φ(u) is ′ -minimal in φ(F), then so is φ(v), and there is a ′ -non-increasing path from φ(u) to φ(v). As above, this path lifts to a non-increasing path from u to some u ′ with φ(u ′ ) = φ(v). If u ′ ≺ u, then we are done. Otherwise, v ≺ u ′ , and so there is a nonincreasing path in F ∩ (v + ker Z φ) with moves in M 0 from u ′ to some u ′′ with u ′′ ≺ u ′ . Joining these two non-increasing paths proves the statement.
Again, this path can be lifted and yields a nonincreasing path in F with edges in M that starts in u and ends in a point u ′ with
In some instances we will encounter later, it can be more straightforward to check the following more demanding condition than M being a lift of G. To apply Theorem 16 to compute a Gröbner basis of F , the following needs to be done:
We discuss these three points in the special case F = F (B) for some integer matrix B.
The first point is the easiest: In fact, in this context, a kernel Gröbner basis is nothing but a Gröbner basis of the lattice ker Z B ∩ ker Z φ. The lattice ker Z B ∩ ker Z φ can also be described as the integer kernel of the matrix B φ with columns
, where b i denotes the ith column of B and e i the ith unit vector.
Before discussing the other two points, let us give another interpretation to B φ . Given B and φ as above, let φ ′ be the linear map corresponding to B φ . In the following we only care about how φ acts on each fiber. Now, lifting along φ is essentially the same as lifting along φ ′ , since both maps have the same kernel Gröbner bases, and the projected fiber Gröbner bases are equivalent. Moreover, the linear map ψ B corresponding to B factorizes through φ ′ (to be precise, ψ B arises from φ ′ by composition with a coordinate projection). Therefore, in our study of lifting, we could restrict attention to linear maps φ : Z n → Z t that are factors of ψ B , and in this case, B φ is nothing but a matrix that represents φ.
Gröbner bases of projected fibers
Let u ∈ φ (F(B, b) ), and let v ∈ F(B,
lies in the affine semigroup NB φ , then u lies in φ (F(B, b) ). In other words, descriptions of the projected fibers φ (F(B, b) [12] . See [6] for an algorithm to compute the holes of non-normal semigroups.
a linear map, and let
If NB φ is normal, then there exists an r × t integer matrix D such that the following holds: For any b ∈ NB, there exists c ∈ Z r with
The matrix D can be obtained from an inequality description of the cone R ≥ B φ .
Proof. If NB φ is normal, then it is equal to the intersection of the lattice ZB φ and the polyhedral cone R ≥ B φ . Let (D 1 D 2 ) be a matrix such that . This matrix has rank four, and hence the kernel Markov basis is empty. Denote the coordinates in R 5 by x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 . According to Normaliz, the affine semigroup NB φ is normal and consists of all integer solutions of
A Markov basis for these projected fibers is the same as a Markov basis in Example 8.
In fact, the gray set in Figure 2 is equal to the projected fiber φ(F(B, 4 5 )).
Even if NB φ is not normal, the inequality description of R ≥ B φ gives valuable information about NB φ . Namely, NB φ can be described as NB φ = NB φ \ H, where H denotes the set of holes of NB φ . A similar description can be given to the projected fibers: If (b, h) ∈ H, then we call h ∈ N t a hole of φ (F(B, b) ). In some instances, the set of holes is small enough that we can still find a good PF Markov basis. We will illustrate this in Section 5.2.
Lifting Gröbner bases of lattices
Finally, we give an algorithm for lifting for Gröbner bases of a lattice L; that is, we want to compute a Gröbner basis of L from a PF Gröbner basis G. Since a union of lifts of singletons {g} for all g ∈ G is a lift of G, it suffices to know how to lift a single element. Lifting is easy if ker Z φ ∩ L = {0}. In this case, the lift of g consists of the unique element m ∈ L ∩ φ −1 (g). This special case of lifting appears in [11] . In general, the problem to lift g ∈ G can again be formulated as a Gröbner basis computation:
For any F ∈ F and u 1 , u 2 ∈ φ(F) with u 2 − u 1 = g let
IfM is a Markov basis of the family
Lemma 20. Let L ⊆ Z n be a lattice and D an r × n integer matrix. Then
for a suitable lattice L g and matrix D g .
Proof. Let d g be the linear form on Z t defined by d g (h) = g, φ(h) , and consider the lattice
The last equality can be seen as follows: If w ∈ L + v and φ(w) ∈ {u 1 , u 2 }, then φ(w − v) ∈ {0, g}, and so
Hence, the statement follows with our choice of L g and with D g the matrix D with two rows appended corresponding to d g and −d g .
In many situations, Lemma 20 allows us to calculate lifts using inequality Gröbner bases. The following proposition follows directly:
Example 22. We continue Example 19, using the Markov basis (4). In this case, since ker B φ = {0}, the lifting procedure yields one lift for each of the two vectors. Hence the lifted Markov basis is
This is also the Markov basis that 4ti2 computes when given the matrix B.
Less trivial examples of lifting appear in Section 5.
The codimension-one case and the slow-varying property
The complexity of projecting the fibers and of lifting crucially depends on the choice of the map φ. How to find a good φ is difficult to say in general. One aspect is the dimensionality of the projected fibers.
Definition 23. The codimension of the (F , φ, )-lifting is defined as sup F∈F dim(φ(F)), where dim(φ(F)) denotes the dimension of the affine hull of φ(F).
In the case F = F (B) of matrices, the codimension is dim(φ(ker Z B)), in the case F = F lat (L) of lattices, the codimension is dim(φ(L)), where in both cases dim denotes the dimension of a lattice.
In this section we focus on the codimension-one case and relate our theory to some results of [7] . Let g ∈ Z t be a generator of φ(ker Z B). In this case, the projected fibers are at most one-dimensional. For any b ∈ NB and u 0 ∈ F(B, b) we have φ (F(B, b) ) ⊆ u 0 +Zg. If there are no holes, then φ (F(B, b) ) consists of consecutive elements of u 0 + Zg; that is φ (F(B, b) 
In this case, {±g} is a PF Gröbner basis for any additive preorder on Z t .
Definition 24. In the codimension-one case, a Gröbner basis M of B is slow-varying with respect to φ, if there exists a single vector g ∈ Z t such that φ(M) ⊆ {0, ±g}.
Slow-varying Markov bases are useful in the gluing procedure in the toric fiber product construction as shown in [7] . Clearly, a slow-varying Gröbner basis exists if and only if {±g} is a PF Gröbner basis for any additive preorder on Z t . Hence:
Lemma 25. Assume that φ has codimension one with respect to B. If NB φ is normal, then there exists a slow-varying Gröbner basis for any additive preorder.
The toric fiber product
We now turn our attention to the toric fiber product construction. This construction involves several maps that lend themselves naturally as candidates for lifting. In Sections 4.1 to 4.3, we show how the results of the previous section help to compute Gröbner bases of toric fiber products. Section 4.4 contains an elaborate example.
We first recall the construction and fix the notation. The toric fiber product is defined for general NA-homogeneous ideals in [4] . We focus exclusively on the case of toric fiber products of toric ideals, and hence, toric fiber products of matrices.
Definition 26. Let A ∈ Z s×t be an integer matrix with columns a 1 , . . . , a t . Any surjection φ : [n] → [t] induces a surjective map Z n → Z t , e i → e φ(i) , which we denote by φ again. Let B = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) be an integer matrix with n columns. We say that B is A-graded by φ, if one of the following two equivalent statements is satisfied:
• There is a linear map π : NB → NA with π(b i ) = a φ(i) .
• The map φ :
Given two matrices B, B ′ that are A-graded by two maps φ, φ ′ , the toric fiber product is the matrix
that consists of all pairs of columns from B and B ′ that are mapped to the same column of A. The codimension of this toric fiber product is equal to dim ker Z A.
Consider the map ψ : Z B× A B ′ → Z B that maps the unit vector e i,j corresponding to (b i , b ′ j ) to the ith unit vector e i ∈ Z B , and consider the corresponding map ψ ′ :
that maps e i,j to e j ∈ Z B ′ . Then the following diagram commutes: 
For given preorders B , B ′ and A , a compatible preorder × on Z B× A B ′ can be constructed as follows:
Our goal is to compute × -Gröbner bases of ker Z B × A B ′ . We want to apply the lifting machinery from the previous section and lift along the map ξ. To apply Theorem 16, we need to understand the kernel Gröbner basis, the PF Gröbner basis, and we need to lift the PF Grrobner basis. This will be described in the next three sections. A key result is that we only need to compute lifts along φ and φ ′ , which can be "glued" to produce lifts along ξ. The complexity of these lifts is governed by the codimension of the toric fiber product.
Lemma 27. The codimension of the toric fiber product B × A B ′ is not less than the codimension of (F(B ×
Proof. This follows from the inclusion ξ(ker Z (B × A B ′ )) ⊆ φ(ker Z (B)) ⊆ ker Z (A), together with the symmetric inclusion.
The results in this section are very technical. A simple example is given in Section 4.4, after presenting the theory. Larger examples that show how to apply the results of this section to hierarchical models will be given in Section 5.
Kernel Gröbner basis and the associated codimension zero toric fiber product
To compute the kernel Gröbner basis, we need the following definition:
Definition 28. Let B, B ′ be integer matrices that are NA-graded via maps φ, φ ′ as above. The associated codimension zero toric fiber product is the matrix B φ ×Ã (B ′ ) φ ′ , whereÃ is the unit matrix in N t×t and where B φ and (B ′ ) φ ′ are NA-graded using the same maps φ, φ ′ . 
Clearly, the kernel of this last matrix is ker Z (ξ) ∩ ker Z (B × A B ′ ).
Note that kerÃ = {0}, and so B φ ×Ã (B ′ ) φ ′ is a codimension zero toric fiber product. Computation of Markov bases and Gröbner bases of codimension zero toric fiber product was described in [4] . We review the main result here.
Let m ∈ ker Z B φ . Then φ(m) ∈ ker Z (Ã) = {0}, and so φ(m + ) = φ(m − ). Hence there exist maps σ + , σ − such that m = i e σ + (i) − i e σ − (i) and φ(e σ + (i) ) = φ(e σ − (i) ). Choose a map τ with φ ′ (e τ (i) ) = φ(e σ ± (i) ). Theñ
lies in the kernel of 
second set of moves that we need is
where f i 1 ,i 2 ;j 1 ,j 2 = e i 1 ,j 1 + e i 2 ,j 2 − e i 1 ,j 2 − e i 2 ,j 1 and e i,j is the standard unit vector in Z 
Projected fiber intersections
Next, we want to understand the geometry of the projected fibers ξ(F(B × A B ′ , (b, b ′ ))). These have a simple relation to the projected fibers φ (F(B, b) ) and φ
Proof. The first inclusion ξ(F(B
. Without loss of generality we may assume that φ and φ ′ are monotonically increasing functions on indices. Then φ(σ(i)) ≤ φ(σ(i + 1)) and φ
By Lemma 31, the projected fibers ξ(F(B × A B ′ , (b, b ′ ))) are themselves intersections of projected fibers of φ and φ ′ . This motivates the following definition:
Definition 32. A projected fiber intersection (PFI) Gröbner basis of the toric fiber product is a projected fiber Gröbner basis for ξ. 
A PFI Gröbner basis can be computed as an inequality Markov basis if the projected fibers ξ(F(B ×
Aφ(F(B, b)) ∩ φ(F(B, b ′ )) = u ∈ (L + u 0 (b)) ∩ (L + u 0 (b ′ )) : Du ≥ max{c(b), c(b ′ )} .
Gluing ξ-lifts from φ-lifts and φ

′ -lifts
Finally, we show how to lift moves g ∈ Z t along ξ by gluing φ-lifts and φ ′ -lifts of g. Let m ∈ ker Z B and m
The goal of gluing is to construct a movem with ψ(m) = m and ψ ′ (m) = m ′ . In general,m will be larger than both m and m ′ , but the idea is to constructm as small as possible. The first step is to extend m and m ′ to make them compatible for gluing. [7] for a more detailed description of the gluing procedure. The gluing construction has the following crucial property:
Proof. This is a restatement of Lemma 4.8 of [7] .
Proof. Suppose that
Since M lifts G, there are m ∈ M and m 0 , m 1 ∈ ker φ as in Definition 14. Similarly, v The results of this section are related to the following notion from [7] . 
Hence, in this case, M and M ′ have the compatible projection property.
The compatible projection property is weaker than the property of being lifts. Sometimes it is possible to find subsets of lifts which still satisfy the compatible projection property. In this way, a smaller Markov basis of B × A B ′ can be found. For an example see Section 5.2.
We conclude this section with another result from [7] :
Lemma 37 (Theorem 4.2 in [7] Using the symmetry between φ and φ ′ , the projected fiber intersections can be described as the set of integer solutions of inequalities of the form
corresponding to the matrix
The Markov basis of the lattice generated by the columns of D contains three elements: Both G and M are symmetric under the exchange of y 1 and y 2 , and so M is also a φ ′ -lift of G ′ . We have
In each case, one can check that there is just a single glued element: Thus these three moves form a Markov basis of the TFP. In fact, it suffices to take the first two moves: Suppose that we want to applym 3 : Then x 1 , x 5 ≥ 1 and x 3 ≥ 2. Hence we can applym 2 . The result has x 1 ≥ 2 and x 3 ≥ 2. Hence we can applym 1 . But
In fact, 4ti2 gives the Markov basis {m 2 ,m 4 } withm 4 = (3, −2, 0, −2, 1). Observe thatm 4 = −m 1 +m 2 , and an argument as above shows that {m 2 ,m 4 } is equivalent to {m 1 ,m 2 }.
Application to Hierarchical Models
This section explores our main applications to constructing Markov bases of hierarchical models and gives two more complex examples. The Markov basis of the four-cycle is studied in Section 5.1. We collect known results about the no three-way interaction model that allow to compute kernel Gröbner bases and PFI Gröbner bases for some values of the parameter d. Section 5.2 contains an example of a codimension-one toric fiber product where the associated semigroup has holes. Thus, a PFI Markov basis cannot directly be computed as an inequality Markov basis, but it is not difficult to adjust our ideas. The example also illustrates that the Markov basis obtained through our algorithm is in general too large. A detailed analysis shows that not all lifted moves are necessary.
Before delving into the examples, let us fix the notation. Let Γ be a simplicial complex with vertex set V , and let The matrix B Γ,d is a toric fiber product whenever Γ is missing edges, and the associated codimension zero toric fiber product can also be described by a simplicial complex obtained by filling in the separator:
Proposition 38 (Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 in [7] ). Let Γ be a simplicial complex on V .
given by the marginalization maps φ :
Normality of NBΓ ,d plays an important role in easily determining a PF Markov basis. Only in certain special cases do we possess classifications of normal hierarchical models.
Theorem 39. [14] Let Γ = [12][13][23] be a 3-cycle (also called "no three-way interaction model"). Then NB Γ,d is normal if and only if, up to symmetry, d is one of:
(3, 4, 4), (3, 4, 5) , (3, 5, 5) , (2, p, q), (3, 3, q) , with p, q ∈ N.
The 4-cycle
In this section, we use the toric fiber product and lifting techniques to construct Markov and Gröbner bases of the 4-cycle model Γ = Figure 4a ). In fact, our results easily generalize to the complete bipartite graph K 2,N , which arises by iterating the toric fiber product, as detailed in Section 6. Figure 4b ). This is obtained by gluing the two trianglesΓ 1 andΓ 2 along an edge. Theorem 30 can be used to construct the Markov basis in this case, provided we know the Markov bases forΓ 1 andΓ 2 . The Markov bases of triangles are not known in general, but are simple to compute in some instances [1] . (e it,1,jt − e it,2,jt + e it,2,j t+1 − e it,1,j t+1 )
The associated codimension zero product
where j k+1 := j 1 . Then
is a Graver basis of ker Z B C 3 ,d . In particular, M is a Gröbner basis for any additive preorder.
With the help of Theorems 40 and 30, it is easy to construct a Gröbner basis ofC 4 when d = (p, 2, r, q). 2, 3, q) . A Gröbner basis for ker Z BC 4 ,d consists of the moves
and e, e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e 6 ∈ [q]. This Gröbner basis works for any choice of preorders × , B , B ′ , A that satisfy the compatibility conditions from Section 4.
The projected fibers
Next we describe a PF Gröbner basis, associated with the projection
to the missing [23] margin. We first compute a description of the projected fibers φ(F (B Γ 1 ,d V 1 )). We are mostly interested in the case where we can find an inequality description. Then, according to Remark 33, an inequality Gröbner basis for this inequality description will be a PFI Gröbner basis. We assume that d = (p, 2, r), so that NB C 3 ,d V 1 is normal (Theorem 39). The facets of R ≥ B C 3 ,d V 1 are well-studied. In the case d = (p, 2, r) the result is [16] :
is the solution to the following system of inequalities:
Here, y 
We wish to find inequality Markov bases for the collection
By Lemma 12, a Markov basis for Problem 43 is also a Gröbner basis with respect to any additive preorder. Note that the inequality system in Problem 43 does not depend on p. Hence, if we solve Problem 43 for some t, we have a PF Markov basis of Γ 1 = [12] [13] for all triples (p, 2, t + 1) for all p. The resulting polytopes whose integer points we are trying to connect are called generalized permutahedra [17] . For t = 1, the solution is trivial, a Markov basis consists of two moves {±1}. For t = 2, by Example 8, the Markov basis consists of six moves ±(1, 0), ±(0, 1), ±(1, −1) . Note, however, that for the purposes of lifting, we should really consider this as part of the 2 × (t + 1) matrix, whose row and column sums are equal to zero. Hence, we must complete these vectors to 2 × (t + 1) matrices with this property. The Markov basis for t = 1 becomes ± 1 −1 −1 1 . For t = 2, up to the natural Z 2 × S 3 symmetry, the inequality Markov basis consists of a single move
We computed the Markov bases for various values of t using 4ti2. Table 1 summarizes our results, classifying the elements in the Markov basis up to symmetry. In the table, the moves are already converted into the form of 2 × (t + 1)-tables in which we need them later as a PF Markov basis. A Markov basis of F t can be obtained by dropping the second row and the last column.
We do not know a general solution to Problem 43, and we think it will be an interesting challenge to try to find a general form for the inequality Markov basis in this case.
Lifting the IPF Gröbner basis
Next, supposing that we have solved Problem 43 for t = r − 1, we explain how to lift along the map φ. The bijection in the proposition is as follows: associate to such a multigraph G, and a collection of elements a ij ∈ [p], one for each edge i → j ∈ E(G), the move i→j∈E(G) (e a ij ,1,i + e a ij ,2,j − e a ij ,1,j − e a ij ,2,i ).
Proof. If we remove the restriction that G does not contain directed cycles, the set of all such moves produced contains all vectors in ker Z B Γ 1 ,(p,2,r) that project to b. If a graph G = (V, E) has a directed cycle C ⊆ E, then each corresponding move can be conformally decomposed into a lift of b that corresponds to the directed multigraph (V, E \ C) and an element of ker Z B C 3 ,(p,2,r) corresponding to the multigraph (V, C). By Lemma 11, moves that possess such a conformal decomposition are redundant. . There are two acyclic directed multigraphs that satisfy the prescribed indegree and outdegree conditions, the graph with a single edge 1 → 2 and the graph with two edges 1 → 3 and 3 → 2. The corresponding lifts in this case are, in tableau notation, Example 46. For r = 3 consider the glued move
This move is the conformal decomposition of two degree 2 moves (which are themselves glue moves) namely This example provides us with an explicit instance of the finiteness stabilization of the independent set theorem of [8] . In particular, because of the moves coming from the codimension zero product, we see that the Markov basis stabilizes up to symmetry when p = q = 6.
The fact that the Gröbner basis in Theorem 47 is square-free implies that the semigroup NB C 4 is normal for d = (p, 2, 3, q), see [10, Proposition 13.15] . More generally, iterating the argument (see Section 6 below) shows that the semigroup NB K 2,N of the complete bipartite graph K 2,N is normal for d 1 = 2, d 2 = 3. As mentioned before, in general, the toric fiber product does not preserve normality [13] .
Example: K 4 minus an edge
In this section, we consider the problem of constructing a Markov basis for the complexes obtained fromC 4 := [12] [13] [23] [24] [34] with d = (2, 2, 2, 2), by gluing multiple copies ofC 4 together along the "missing edge" [14] ; see Figure 5 . This example serves two purposes: First, it demonstrates how our results can be adjusted in the presence of holes in the projected fibers, if the structure of the holes is nice enough. A more complex example in which the projected fibers have holes (the complete bipartite graph K 3,N ) is discussed at the end of Section 6. Second, it illustrates that our procedure does not in general yield a minimal Markov basis. The main focus of this section lies on understanding the projected fibers. Therefore, we do not write out the final Markov basis explicitly, but we give a Markov basis ofC 4 that satisfies the compatible projection property in Proposition 50.
Gluing binary hierarchical models along a missing edge is a codimension one toric fiber product; see [7] for further examples. If the associated codimension zero semigroup were normal, the Markov basis of ker Z BC 4 ,d would be slow-varying (Lemma 25) and we could directly apply the results of [7] to construct a Markov basis (Lemma 37).
The associated codimension-zero complex ofC 4 is equal to the complete graph .
To prove this result, we need to study NB K 4 ,d . This semigroup is not normal, and so we cannot compute a PF Markov basis directly as an inequality Markov basis. We will prove Lemma 48 after describing the single hole. . Thus, to connect φ(F (BC 4 ,d , 1) ), we need the move 2g = +2 −2 −2 +2 . The set {g, 2g} also connects all intersections of projected fibers: If the intersection only involves projected fibers without holes, then it is connected by g. Otherwise, the intersection is a subset of the two-element set φ(F (BC 4 ,d , 1) ) and thus connected by 2g.
Next, we want to lift the PFI Markov basis. We will not follow the lifting procedure of Section 3.2 in detail, but we will just compute enough lifts to ensure the compatible projection property. First, we compute a Markov basis ofC 4 , then we compare it with the lifts. The graphC 4 was already studied in Section 5.1. As in Example 41, we obtain a Markov basis of ker Z BC 4 ,d from Theorems 30 and 40:
Under φ this Markov basis projects onto the set {0} ∪ ±G. In particular, M 1 is not slow-varying. One can show that M 1 lifts the first element g = +1 −1 −1 +1 of G using the algorithm from Section 3.2. However, M 1 does not lift the second element 2g. In fact, the lift of 2g computed according to Section 3.2 contains 75 binomials, among them the elements of 2M of degree up to eight. The following result shows that it suffices to work with lifts of degree at most four. As it turns out, these additional lifts are sums of two elements from M 1 of degree two.
Proposition 50. The set of moves 
is also connected. Therefore, the compatible projection property is satisfied for this intersection.
It remains to study intersections of the form φ(F( 
′ )) consists of at most two points. If it consists of one point, then it is connected. Otherwise, if it consists of two points u +1 , u −1 , then u +1 − u −1 = ±2g, and φ(F(BC 4 
To go from u +1 to u −1 directly, it suffices to add to M 1 all sums of two quadratic moves in M 1 .
Using the results of Section 4, the Markov basis in Proposition 50 can be glued with itself to compute a Markov basis of the solid graph on the right hand side of Figure 5 (together with the result of the computation of the Markov basis of B K 4 ,d ). In fact, as discussed in Section 6, any number of copies ofC 4 can be glued at the missing edge [14] . The gluing procedure is straightforward, so we do not describe it in detail here.
Finiteness results for iterated toric fiber products
Forming the Markov basis of the toric fiber product can lead to moves of larger degree than any of the moves in any of the Markov bases that went into the construction. However, we will show that, no matter how many factors are involved in an iterated toric fiber product over the same base A, if the degrees of the PFI Markov basis stabilize and all other Markov bases have bounded degree, then there exists a bound on the degree of the glued moves. To prove this, we need to be precise about what is meant by iterated toric fiber product and stabilization.
The toric fiber product B × A B ′ is again A-graded in a natural way, by the map ξ. If B ′′ is another A-graded integer matrix, then
In fact, our algorithm easily generalizes to the following related algorithm which is symmetric in the three matrices B, B ′ and B ′′ : Let G be a Markov basis of the family of sets 
where Glues(f, g, h) := Glues(f, Glues(g, h)) = Glues(Glues(f, g), h).
Similarly, we can define the toric fiber powers × 
Here, max i=1,...,r (φ i (m
is a vector obtained by taking the maximum in each coordinate over all the vectors φ i (m
Proof. First, let r = 2, and letm be a glue of m and m ′ . In the notation of Section 4.3,
Checking each component, one sees that
where max denotes the component-wise maximum. Using induction, one sees that
where ξ r denotes the natural map where the last equality uses that ξ r (m + ) ≥ g + component-wise.
As an example, we apply Lemma 51 to prove the following result: Proof. LetM be a Markov basis of B φ . The degree of the Markov basis of the associated codimension-zero toric fiber product is bounded by max{2, deg(M)}. To prove the statement, it remains to find a bound for the glued moves that is independent of r. Such a bound is given by Lemma 51.
The proof of Theorem 52 is constructive in the sense that a Markov basis of the toric fiber powers can be obtained explicitly by following the constructions discussed in this paper. In the same way, a numerical value for the constant C can be computed explicitly. The same remark holds for the other results of this section. The same ideas can be applied in the specific situation of hierarchical models, taking advantage of the situations where we know that the semigroup of the associated codimension-zero product is normal. For example: Note that results from [8] imply a finiteness result of this type for any fixed N. The novelty of Corollary 55 is that a bound holds regardless of N.
It is a nontrivial problem to determine the number C(k) from Corollary 55. For k = 2, a Markov basis was explicitly calculated in [15] , and the result there implies that C(2) = 4. Careful reasoning about the lifting procedure for the PF Markov basis that is described in Proposition 44 can be used to produce bounds on C(k) in other instances. For example, it is not difficult to show that C(3) = 6. We do not know the growth rate of C(k).
The conditions on d in the statement of Corollary 55 are chosen such that all factors arising in the toric fiber product have normal semigroups. We conjecture that this assumption is not necessary; i.e. we conjecture that there is a function C(d 1 , d 2 ) ∈ N such that deg(B As an example we bound the Markov basis of the complete bipartite graph K 3,N with binary nodes. K 3,N can be obtained by gluing N three-stars; see Figure 6 a). For brevity, we just summarize the main results here and refer to [18] for the details. To understand the projected fibers, we need to understand the semigroup ofK 4 . Following the algorithm from [6] we find the following: This semigroup is not normal. Even worse, it has infinitely many holes. Fortunately, within the projected fibers the holes are vertices. Therefore, the holes can be separated from their projected fibers by linear inequalities. To be precise, there are two linear forms l 1 , l 2 with the following property: If h is a hole of a projected fiber φ(F), then l i (h) < min{l i (u) : u ∈ φ(F)} for some i. This allows to give an inequality description of the projected fibers. The corresponding inequality Markov basis can be used as a PFI Markov basis.
The inequality Markov basis consists of 16 moves of degrees in four symmetry classes, two of degree two and two of degree four. As shown in [18, Section 4] , lifting increases the degree by two. Using Lemma 51, one can see that gluing different lifts of the same move leads to moves of degree at most 12. In fact, for any lift m of g, the tableau φ(m + ) − g + is square-free, that is, it does not contain two identical rows. Therefore, for any glued liftm of g, the tableau φ(m + ) − g + will also be square free, and hence of degree at most 8. Therefore, deg(m) ≤ deg(g) + 8 ≤ 12. In total, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 57. For any N, the Markov degree of the binary hierarchical model of the complete bipartite graph K 3,N is at most 12.
